by employing multidimensional filtering for seismic arrays. Some of the more important approaches to seismic array processing are the maximum-likelihood method, the minimum-variance unbiased estimator technique and multichannel Wiener filtering. In general, these multidimensional filtering methods form a single output waveform which serves as an estimator of the unknown signal which comes from a fixed direction.
The basic assumption in the analysis of multidimensional filters is that the outf h put, X. (t), of the k seismometer may be written as X k (t) = S(t) + N k (t) (1) where S(t) is the signal waveform which is assumed to be the same in each seismometer and N. (t) is the noise present in seismometer k, k = 1,... ,K. In writing Eq. (1) it is assumed that the azimuth and horizontal velocity of the event, or signal, have already : r 2 l£ can be shown that the maximum-likelihood estimator is the same as the minimum variance unbiased estimate of the signal when the noise has a multidimensional Gaussian distribution. In addition, the multichannel Wiener filter is related very simply to the minimum variance unbiased estimator. The synthesis of these optimum multidimensional filters is achieved by means of a recursive matrix inversion algorithm which is well-suited to computer application. The purpose of the present work is to point out that, asymptotically, as the memory of the filter gets large, there are synthesis procedures which can be used that in certain cases require far fewer computations than the recursive algorithm. If a large array of say 525 sensors is to be processed, then these approximate synthesis techniques offer a considerable saving in computer time required to process an event relative to the exact recursive procedure. This saving will be shown to apply only when the filter is two-sided, i.e., non-physically realizable. This restriction poses no problem in the application of the results since all waveforms are recorded on magnetic tape and non-physically realizable filters are readily implemented.
If the filters are specified to be physically realizable, i.e., one-sided with no output before any input is applied, then the synthesis problem becomes more complicated than in the two-sided case discussed previously. It is shown that a spectral matrix factorization procedure is required to synthesize the filter in the physically realizable case and a method for achieving this for rational spectral matrices is discussed. Another method, due to Wiener and Masani, is also described whicn is ■•"^i W valid tor general spectral matrices. Unfortunately, these spectral matrix factorization techniques are not well adapted to machine computation.
An interpretation of optimum multidimensional filtering in terms of frequency wave-number space is given. The structure of the filter in frequency wave-number space is also presented.
II. DERIVATION OF THE MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD AND MINIMUM-VARIANCE UNBIASED ESTIMATORS
The derivation of the maximum-likelihood estimator of the signal requires the assumption that the noise components have a multidimensional Gaussian distribution.
We assume, for simplicity, that the noise components have zero mean, and that the covariance matrix is W^ '-"k-^i'
where E denotes expectation, and it is assumed that the estimator is to use 2v + 1 samples extending in time from -v to v-Thus, the likelihood function can be written
where jpj denotes the determinant of the matrix p which is a matrix of K x K submatrices, the jjj submatrix has the elements p (j.jp, k,k = l,...,K t j,j, = -v v, with a corresponding notation for the inverse matrix p whose elements are p.. (jj,).
kk | 1
We assume throughout that the matrix p is positive definite. Differentiating the logarithm of the likelihood function with respect to S. and equating the result to zero,
we obtain
where S . is the maximum-likelihood estimator for S.. vj i
We can rewrite Eq. (5) a i follows
;■
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Let us define the (2v+l) x (2v+1) matrixGCj,j.) in terms of its inverse G (j,j,) whose elements are defined as 
The variance of S* ., is v K
Using the calculus of variations, we obtain that the minimum-varif.nee uuoiased estimator has weights which satisfy the system of equations 
and using Eq. This follows from the fact that the minimum value of a quadratic form, subject to certain constraints, in a v'-dimensional space cannot be increased if the dimension of the space is increased to v ^ v'.
HI. THEORETICAL JUSTIFICATION FOR THE ASYMPTOTIC APPROACH
We now wish to show that the use of filters based on only a part of either the past, future, or past and f'ture, can be used to approximate the performance of filters based on, respectively, the full past, the full future, or the Ml past and future. In order to do this it will be convenient to introduce new random variables, as indicated and that
Vj-
It therefore follows that the minimum-variance unbiased estimator of S., may be written 
Thus, it follows from a martingale convergence theorem, cf. reference 6, p. 167, Theorem 7.4, and also pp. 560-562,
for fixed j*. If we wish to consider sequences of physically realizable filters for which j' = v, we obtain in a similar manner
and for filters using future values, j* = -v, and
The minimum-variance unbiased estimators for the above three cases are, respectively.
S == -Ci.m. S = X. + -N,* ,
Thus, we have shown that filters based on a large part of either the past, future, or past and future, can approximate the performance of filters based on, respectively, the full past, the full future, or the full past and future. It is easily seen that all results remain valid when k* is any integer between 1 and K.
We have already shown that the maximum-likelihood estimator for S., is identical with the minimum-variance unbiased estimator for S.,, cf. Eqs. (9) and (21).
However, at this point it is extremely simple to show that this is true. The joint probability density of \*., t Y^ is
since Y is independent of S. f . In addition, we have for the Gaussian multivariate case
where aO^,*., IY ) is independent of S. f aal vr
The maximum-likelihood estimator for S., is obtained by differentiating; with respect to S. t , the probability density function in Eq. (37), or equivalently that in Eq. (38) t from which we get, when using Eq. (39),
which agrees with Eqs. (28) and (29). Thus, all asymptotic results derived for the mi limum-variance unbiased estimator remain true, of course, for the maximumiikelinood estimator.
.
IV. APPROXIMATE FRECUENCY-DOMAIN SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE FOR TWO-SID 7 ,0 FILTERS
An approximate frequency-domain synthesis procedure will now be presented for maximum-likelihood filters which use a large part of the past and future. Such filters which use the past as well as future values will be termed two-sided filters.
We begin by assuming the noise is wide-sense stationary and by letting v = o 0 , j' = 0, so that Eqs. (13) and (14) may be written as is the sampled cross power spectral density function, x = uuT, T is the sampling interval. We have from Eq. (43) that e t (j|o) = JAM €-* % .
-TT 2TT k= 1 K j=0,±l,±2,... 
According to Eq. (48), the Fourier coefficients of the quantity in the brackets in E ) must all be zero. It follows that the quantity itself must be zero so that
where {^^(x)} is the inverse of the spectral matrix {f.. (x)|, j,k = 1,...,K. We note
and
We obtain from Eqs. (41) and (50) n
The filter weighting coefficients are obtained from Eq. (45) as
It is easily seen that the constraint conditions are satisfied since
The filter weights given by Eq. (58) would have to be obtained by inverting the spectral matrix at all points on the frequency axis between -TT and n. This is clearly impractical so that an approximation would have to be used in practice. Such an approximation is most easily obtained by approximating the integral in Eq. (58) by a finite sum
The symmetry properties of A (x) expressed in Eq. (56) enable us to simplify the above
The constraint equations are still satisfied since
where we have used the identity 
is the assimod spectral density function for the signal, when the signal is ta^.n to be a stationary random process. These filters are the h^r^e as the maximumlikelihood filters multiplied by the common filter function
The filter weighting coefficients are
which may be approximated as
We now compare the computing times required b> Jie exact recursive and approximate frequency domain procedures. It is easily seen that the exact recursive procedure requires approximately, cf. Reference 4, pp. 98-105,
where the amount of computing time required to invert a K X K matrix is taken to be K (ji + a), M and a are the multiplication and addition times, respectively, in seconds.
If v and K are large, the approximate frequency domain synthesis procedure requires essentially the inversion of (v + 1) K x K Hermitian spectral matrices plus a Fourier tnnsform operation. The matrix inversion requires In Eq. (68) the factor 4K is required far the inversion of matrices with complex elements and the factor of -enters due to the symmetry of the matrices. Thus, the approximate frequency domain synthesis procedure requires 5v times less computing time than the recursive procedure.
A convenient way to estimate the f., *s is to transform the estimate of the correlation coefficients, i.e.. 
where p.Al) is the estimated correlation coefficient obtained in the following way.
where L is the number of samples used to estimate the correlation coefficients. This method for estimating f., (x) leads to estimated spectral matrices which are nonnegative- 
The matrix f(x) is easily seen to be a spectral matrix. It will be assumed that f(z) has a spectral matrix factorization
where the matrices P(z), [P(z)] have matrix Laurent expansions on jzj = 1 with no negative powers of z and Ffc) denotes transpose. We have
and A(z)P(z) = MzXP'Cz-^l^ + Hz) (P^z -1 )]" 1 .
The matrix on the left-hand side of Eq. (82) has a matrix Laurent expansion with no negative powers of z which is assumed to converge in some annulus containing the unit circle. The second term Oi he right has only negative powers of z. Equating coefficients a we obtain, cf. Whittle, pp. 67, 100,
where the operation { } indicates that only the non-negative powers of z in the Laurent expansion of the matrix within the braces are to be retained. Equation (83) represents the complete solution to the synthesis problem for multidimensional physically realizable filters.
It is now necessary to show how the factorization in Eq. (80) can be obtained.
A procedure for obtaining the spectral matrix factorization for rational spectral o matrices has been given by Whittle, pp. 101-103, and is similar to that used in the one-dimensional case, cf. also Rozanov. *
As an example, let us consider that K = 2 and 
I^ ■ ™
We now wish to give an example u which we will compare the performance of the physically realizable filter with that of the two-sided filter. For simplicity wc considei that K = 2 and (1 -az) (1 -az" 1 ) (1 -ßz) (1 -Pz" 1 )
Therefore, we can write The minimum value of the above ratio is unity and occurs when a = 1/^2 . The maximum value, in the permissible range for a, is 5/4 and occurs when a--or a -* 1-Thus, there can be a loss in noise variance redaction of between zero and approximately 1 db by using the physically realizable filter rather than the two-sided filter.
Another method for achieving the spectral matrix factorization which is valid for general spectral matrices is due to Wiener and Masani. Suppose 0< ml s ilf(x)ll s MI< » ,
where the norm jja || of the matrix a = {a } is equal to V |a ) , and
Under these conditions we have It is readily appreciated that the techniques for synthesizing physically realizable filters by means of a spectral matrix factorization method for rational matrices are impractical for machine computation due to the requirement of having to determine roots of polynomials. In addition, the first step would require approximating all measured spectral matrices with rational spectral matrices. This step could also be quite complicated and could entail a serious loss with respect to the amount of noise power which can be minimized.
It is difficult in general to determine how well a physically realizable filter performs relative to a two-sided filter. The two-sided filter must always be better than the physically realizable filter since E{S 2 } ^ E{S 2 } . 1 o * This follows from the fact that the optimum weighting functions in the two-sided case are subject to fewer constraints than those for the physically realizable case. However, we can obtain some results along these lines by using the theory of Toeplitz forms.
We have already shown, cf. Eq. VI.
INTERPRETATION OF OPTIMUM MULTIDIMENSIONAL FILTERING IN TERMS OF FREQUENCY WAVE-NUMBER SPACE
We now wish to show the manner in which maximum-likelihood filtering can be interpreted in the frequency wave-number space. We introduce the wave-numbers k , k and the frequency wave-number spectrum as follows
where (x.,y.) and (x^,y, ) are the spatial coordinates of the j and k seismometers, vn.
CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that, basically, the reason for the equivalence of the maximum-likelihood and minimum-variance unbiased estimators is that they are based on a conditional expectation. The martingale property of conditional expectation then assures that the asymptotic properties of these estimators are well defined.
An asymptotically optimum frequency domain synthesis procedure has been presented which requires much less computing time than the exact recursive procedure.
However, the frequency domain synthesis technique is valid only for two-sided filters, while the recursive procedure is always valid. If two-sided filters are to be used due to their inherently better capability to suppress the noise, then the frequency domain approach is superior, assuming that v is large enough for the asymptotic results to hold.
Synthesis procedures for physically realizable filters, in the asymptotic case, have also been presented. These procedures were based on a spectral matrix factorization technique, and are not well adapted to machine computation.
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ABSTRACT
A number of asymptotically optimum multidimensional filtering methods are investigated with the purpose of determining filtering techniques which require relatively little computing time to implement with a digital computer. In particular, the asymptotic properties of the maximum-likelihood and minimum-variance unbiased multidimensional filters are investigated in the sampled-data case. These two multidimensional filters are shown to be identical since they are both based on a conditional expectation. In addition, the martingale property of conditional expectation assures that the asymptotic properties of these multidimensional filters are well defined.
An asymptotically optimum frequency domain synthesis procedure is given for two-sided multidimensional filters. This procedure is well suited to machine computation and has the advantage with respect to the exact recursive synthesis method of requiring much less computation time. A synthesis procedure for physically realizable multidimensional filters is presented which is based on a factorization of rational spectral matrices. This method is not, however, well suited to machine computation. An interpretation of optimum multidimensional filtering in terms of frequency wave-number space is also given. 
